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Pass to present
Former basketball Knights return to
see UCF Arena, help out -SEESPORTS,A6
CRIME

CHICKEN
CORDON

.,

BOOM!

)

Police in Connecticut found a pipe bomb
on the side ofthe road on Friday.The
position of the bomb was confusing to
the police, as the bomb was stuffed in the
middle of a raw roasting chicken.The
Hartford bomb squad detonated the
device safely,and authorities are still
looking for who put the bomb in the bird.

Msing graduate student fowtd dead
Nicole Ganguzza, 26, a
UCF graduate student,
was last heard from
around 6 p.m. Tuesday
evening. Her body was
found Wednesday at 5:15
p.m. near the post office
behind Econlockhatchee
Trail.

Police suspect foul play because body was deliberately hidden
TARA YOUN~~JESSICA SAGGIO &
AMANDA MOORE
News Editors and Photo Editor

Authorities found the body of a
UCF graduate student who went
missing Tuesday night after police
spent all day Wednesday searching
for her. They suspect foul play.
Nicole Ganguzza, 26, was report-

ed missing Tuesday at around 7 p.m.
and was found about two miles
from Jay Blanchard Park on a trail
behind the post office on Econlockhatchee Trail. Authorities suspect
foul play because the body
appeared deliberately hidden,
police said
'We're going to look at every
avenue, every resource, the Sheriff's

Office has," Sgt. Allen Lee with the
Orange County Sheriff's Office said
Wednesday. "We're going to use
those resources."
People who appeared to be the
family showed obvious signs of
emotion at Blanchard Park after
hearing the news.
PLEASE SEE
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Green
dept. to
focus on
•
savings·
Water conservation,
energy to be highlight

)

V)

ERIC WOODARD
Contributing Writer
)

In the wake of budget cuts, UCF is
improving water conservation and
energy efficiency with the creation of
the new Department of Sustainability
and Energy Management.
'We're putting a greater emphasis
on sustainability now," David Norvell,
director of the
DSEM,said.
What used to
be the Center for
Energy and Sustainability, one of
the six departments that comprise the UCF
Sustainability
Alliance,
has
now become the
Department of
Sustainability
and
Energy
Management,
broadening its
scope by including all aspects of
energy sustainability, not just
focusing
on
energy-related
aspects of sus- DAVID NORVELL
DIRECTOR OF THE DSEM
tainability.
"The university is putting a
huge amount of emphasis right now,"
Norvell said. "Long-term good is going
to come ·out of it."
The department is currently in the
process of retrofitting existing buildings on the UCF campus to make them
more energy efficient.
"The problem is [that] all over campus we have just a wide disbursement
of every kind of technology," Norvell
said ''When something breaks is when
something gets updated."
Michelle Murphy, programming
assistant for the DSEM, said most universities go to other companies for
commissioning services. UCF, on the
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"The
university
is putting
a huge
amount of
emphasis
right now.
Long-term
good is
going to
come out
of it."

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

LEARN HOWTOTURN IT
IN CORRECTLYWITH
TURNITIN.COM
Graduate advisers and teachers can
learn how to work the Tumitin.com
system, including how to set up
accounts.The session begins at 9 a.m.
today in Classroom I, Room 207. Call
407-823-3544 for more infonTiation.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

TOMATOES GROWN IN
FLORIDA ARE BACK ON
THE SAFE FOOD LIST
The U.S. Food and Drug Administration
has put Florida on its safe ljst for
tomatoes. Commissioner Andrew von
Eschen back said Tuesday night that
the agency hopes to identify the
source of the salmonella outbreak
linked to tomatoes in a few days.

NATION & WORLD, A4

BILL CLINTON CANCELS
HIS SPEECH AT UCLAOVER ALABOR DISPUTE

•
•
•
•
·'

Bill Clinton canceled a commencement
speech at the University of California,
Los Angeles, because of a lingering
labor dispute between the university
and the American Federation of State,
County and Municipal Employees.

Contributing Writer
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Hitt receives Rotary business award
GORETTI DUNCKER

aassifieds

..

PLEASE SEE

TODAY'S
WEATHER

John Hitt

The Rotary Club of Orlando named UCF President John
Hitt Outstanding Business
Professional of the Year during
a luncheon on May 29.
That afternoon at the award
luncheon, he was presented
with a crystal vase in honor of
his contributions to the UCF
community. The function was

held at the Sorosis Club of
Orlando.
"The Rotary Club of Orlando benefits our community in
many ways: by providing
scholarships to students,
showcasing the best practices
of business and industry and
mentoring others in service
and stewardship," Hitt said. "I
appreciate your good work
and your continuing support
ofUCF."

The committee chose Hitt
based on the recent accomplishments at UCF.
"He was chosen based on
his impact on the entire UCF
region, due to the expansion of
the University with the College of Medicine and the
Bright House Stadium," said
Roger Jacobson, committee
chairman of the Outstanding
Business Professionals of
Orlando.

Jacobson's
committee
made the decision in selecting
Hitt for the award. Rotary
members felt that Hitt's commitment to service excelled
above the other individuals
who were considered for the
award
"There were many outstanding candidates, but Hitt
passed our four-way test,"
PLEASE SEE
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News and notices for
the UCF community

Learn how to tum it in correctly
Graduate advisers and
teachers can learn how to
work the Turnitin.com system,
including how to set up
accounts. There will also be
discussions on the effectiveness of the program.
The session begins at 9 a.m.
today and goes until 10:30 a.m.
in the Classroom I Building,
Room 207.
Call 407-823-3544 for more
information.

•
•

Tbe Student Newspaper at UCF since 1968
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The Central Rorido Future is the independent, studentwritten newspaper at the University of Central Florida.
Opinions In the Future are those of the individual
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the Centro/ Flolida Future and may not be reprinted In part
or in whole without permission from the publisher.
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Portfolios can help show talents

\

NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

The Office of Career Services is hosting a session covering the importance of showcasing skills, experiences and
accomplishments
through
compiling a portfolio.
The session will begin at 3
p.m. today in the Career Services
office and will go until 4 p.m.
Call 407-823-2361 for more
information.

•

Editor-in-Chief

•

Jeffrey Riley x213
editor@(entroJRoridaFuture.com
COURTESY KAILE HOWELL

News Editors

The Student Development and Enrollment Services team hudles together for a group photo. Maribeth Ehasz holds a trophy from the 1970s, when the tradition first began.

•

Jessica Saggio and
Tara Young x213
News.CFF@gmail.com

Opinions Editors
Nathan Christopher and
Natalie Costa x213
Opinions.CFF@gmailcom

Caribbean beach party by the pool

•

•

Sports Editor

The Caribbean Awareness
Council is hosting a poolside
party called the "Caribbean
Getaway."
The party is Thursday at 5
p.m. at the Leisure Pool.
Call 407-823-1229 for more
information.

Brian Murphy x215
Sports.CFF@gmailcom

•

Variety Editor
Whitney Hamrick x214
Variety.CFF@gmailcom

Photo Editor

•

Amanda Moore
Photo.CFF@gmailcom

SGA and SDES go head-to-head

LOCAL
&STATE

MARK SHAUB
Contributing Writer

Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Tomatoes grown in Florida are ·

salmonella free, back on safe list
TALLAHASSEE - The U.S.
Food and Drug Administration
has put Florida on its safe list for
tomatoes.
Commissioner Andrew von
Eschenbach said Tuesday night
the agency hopes to identify the
source of a nationwide salmonella outbreak linked to tomatoes "in the next few days."
He said it's safe for consumers to eat tomatoes grown in
states such as Florida and California that investigators have
determined are not responsible
for the outbreak.
But Florida Agriculture
Department spokeswoman Liz
Compton says a lot of damage
has been done already economically to growers, grocers and
restaurateurs.

Five dead after truck slams into

stopped freight train in Sanford
SANFORD - Authorities
say five people were killed when
the truck they were in slammed
into a stopped freight train.
The Florida Highway Patrol
says the driver of the Chevy
Avalanche was likely speeding
when the truck crashed late
Tuesday night between two
train cars. The crossing arms
were down and the lights had
been flashing at the railroad
crossing.
It took six hours to remove
four bodies from the smashed
truck The fifth person died at
the hospital early Wednesday
morning.
None of the victims have
been identified
1

Soda-throwing teens forced to
make video apology on YouTube
MERRITT ISLAND - Two
central Florida teens who posted
a prank on YouTube are getting a
taste of their own medicine.
The boys, ages 15 and 16,
tossed a cup of soda at a Merritt
Island fast-food worker and then
posted a video ofit on YouTube.
The "fire in the hole" video generated millions of online hits.
But Brevard Circuit Court
Judge Morgan Reinman didn't
think it was funny. On Monday,
he ordered the teens to post a
videotaped apology to the victim on YouTube.
In the video, the teens say
they "take full responsibility'' for
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

CORRECTION
On June 9, The Future incorrectly stated in the story titled
"Making the Grade" that Tara
Calderbank graduated from
UCE Calderbank actually graduated from Stetson University.
We at the Central Florida
Future care about getting every
fact right. If we make a mistake,
we want to know about it. Please
e-mail any mistakes you see to
corrections.cff.@gmailcom

Student Government Association and Student Development and Enrollment Services participated in a softball game
last Friday, renewing a university tradition.
SDES beat SGA.13-9, in front of a crowd ofstudents and faculty cheering on their respective teams.
"It feels great," said Ross Leshinsky, team captain
for SDES and program assistant of Veteran Services.
'We really wanted to beat the students for bragging
rights."
The idea for a game pitting students versus administrators started in 1973.
Back then, it was Student Affairs versus
SGA It became an annual tradition ending
inl976. .
It wasn't until 2008 that it would begin
again for a whole new generation.
"I saw the trophy in the Activity and Service Fee office," said Matt Passarella, legislative
assistant for SGA ''I saw we haven't done it in
32 years and thought it would be a good idea to
get the tradition back started again."
The trophy, which was brou~t for all to see at
the game, has etched into it the years and scores of
the games. Student Affairs took the first three
games, with SGA coming out on top in 1976. Counting Fridays contest, SGA has lost four out of five.
Christa Coffey, assistant director for the Office of
Student Involvement, said those games are separate
from what took place this year.
''You can't count those first four games," Coffey said
"That was in the 1970s before these people were even born.
I was even born in the last year of those games, so rm not sure
you can count that."
The idea behind having such a game was to unite students
and faculty and further build cooperation.
Student Body Vice President Brandon Delanois said the
game was beneficial for both parties.
''This really helps [SGA and SDES] get out and just bond a
little more," Delanois said
The game was dominated by SDES for the most part.
Gary Cahen, pitcher for SDES and assistant director of the
Recreation and Wellness Center, said SDES was able to benefit from the get-go.
"The difference in the game was their pitcher struggled
early on," Cahen said "They couldn't find the strike zone._they
were throwing illegal pitches. We walked in about three or four
runs, so that gave us the early lead"
Things were looking good for SDES when David Pavlonnis,
director of the Office of Budget and Personnel Support, hit an
inside-the-park home run to make the score 7-3.
''The SGA player served up this big, fat meatball and I just
had to take it into right field," Pavlonnis said ''I got a little lucky,
the wind blew a little the right way and it turned out to be an
inside-the-park home run."
SGA didn't give up, though.
In the seventh, which was supposed to be the final inning,
SGA had runners on first and second base with only one out.
With a score of9-5, two players made a separate diving catch to
bail out the winning team.
One of them was made by the shortstop, Rick Falco, assistant director of the Student Union. The other was made by
Leshinsky, the center fielder.
''He made a diving catch that if you were watching SportsCenter it would have been a Web Gem," Cahen said
The game was supposed to end after seven innings, but
SGA asked SDES if they wouldn't mind stretching it to nine.
'We had nowhere to be, Friday afternoon, so we figured let's
play two more innings," Cahen said ''With a four-run lead, I
wasn't too nervous about them coming back anyway."
A total of eight more runs would be scored by both
teams until reaching the final score of13-9.
The atmosphere at the game was a
jovial one, with both teams participating in some friendly trash talk
"There was · some respectful

Staff Writers

smack going back and
forth," Delanois said. "But I guess we can't talk too much
because we got our butts kicked"
Benjamin Collard, a senator for the College of Business,
poked more fun after the game.
"A lot of their players looked like they were taking HGH
[Human Growth Hormone]," Collard said
Delanois kidded that he shouldn't have been surprised of
the outcome.
''What do you expect, that's what old people do - play softball," he said
There's talk to continue the tradition for future years.
Passarella offered some tongue-in-cheek considerations for
next year.
''You can guarantee that come time for elections and
appointments, we'll be asking people in the elections/appointments committee if they can play softball or not," Passarella
said
'
Joking aside, Cahen hopes the next game is sooner rather
thanlatei::. After all, it had been32 years since
the last one.
''Hopefully we won't play the next
game in 2038," Cahen said ''You've
got to give credit to Logan
[Berkowitz] and this current SGA
administration. They want to do
things like this."

SCATTERED
T-STORMS

High:87°
Low:73°

TODAY IN DETAIL
Today: 65 percent chance of rain.
Southeast wind at 9 mph.
Tonight: More early T-storms. East
wind at 8 mph.
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assistant director
of the Recreation
and Wellness
Center on the SDES
team, pitches the
ball. SDES beat
out SGA in the
softball game,
with a score 13-9.
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LET US KNOW

LOCAL WEATHER
Today

•

High: ss0
ISOLATED T-STORMS Low: 73°

Friday

Saturday

High: 92°
SCATTERED STORMS Low: 73°

The Future wants to hear
from you. If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to editor@centralfloridafuture.com. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Friday for the Monday
edition, 5 p.m. Monday for the
Wednesday edition, and 5 p.m.
\_Vednesday for the Friday edition.
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Efficiency to be Healthy eating, all about portions
PORTION SIZES ARE NOTWHATYOUTHINK
foremost effort
JILLIAN KROKTI
Staff Writer

FROM Al
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other hand, has its own onsite employees for those
services.
"It's kind of like a fine tuneup for a car, but it's like that
for a building," Murphy said.
''You're just kind of examining how everything works ...
to kind of make sure their
aren't leaks in the AC ducts
and everything is working
the way it should."
Energy efficiency is the
department's first and foremost effort, Norvell said.
The DSEM is focusing on
policies with the most
immediate
returns
to
achieve a LEED Silver standard for the university, a goal
that could be achieved without any added cost to provide the most financial
returns.
Silver standard is just the
minimum, but Gold is the
ultimate standard, Norvell
said.
'We believe we could get
[to Silver] without added
cost to the project by just
making smart decisions
about the way its designed
and the way it's constructed
without actually adding to
the cost," Norvell said.
"That's so critical to the university; we have such a tight
budget already."
Norvell said that most of
the campus' energy is provided by Progress Energy.
Norvell said the grid in
which energy and power is
distributed upon is almost
impossible to measure and
just as difficult to regulate.
"Even though we are buying our power from Progress
Energy, it's on the same grid
as all these other power
plants owned by other companies,"
Norvell
said.
"There's no way anyone can
determine where our power
is coming from."
A zip code search on
www.ilovemountains.org
reveals that Progress Energy
uses coal from Appalachian
mountain-top
removal
mines, where it is transported to Florida and refined at
Central Power and Lime in
Hernando County.
Alex Berkun, a member
of Eco-Advocates of Central
Florida, said eliminating
dependence on coal power
is the most important goal
for sustainable energy.

ENERGY SAVINGS
SOLAR PANELS:
The Convocation Towers' solar
panels expect to bring a 30 percent
reduction in greenhouse gas
emissions for the university. By
using solar panels, UCF will rely less
on coal power, which will help the
environment.
POLICIES WITH THE MOST
IMMEDIATE RETURNS:
LEED Silver Standards for the
university's new buildings are the
minimum. Gold standard is the
ultimate goal.

With shuttle system efficiency, the
goal is to get the off-sight fueling
travel eliminated to cut back on
emissions.
'We need to get ourselves
off coal power," Berkun said.
"I would argue that the solar
panels we use account for 1
percent or 0.5 percent of our
actual energy the we use and
consume on campus."
The solar panels installed
by the DSEM on the Convocation Towers expects a 30
percent reduction in greenhouse gas emissions.
Also, the DSEM is taking
a hard look at the efficiency
of the UCF shuttle system by
making sure schedules are
correct, the right number of
buses are on rounds and
shuttle occupancy is being
optimized.
"Getting the most number of people to their destination as quick as possible
and using the least amount
of fuel is what we're talking
about," Norvell said.
Norvell said having the
shuttles stored and fueled
off-sight is contributing the
campus's greenhouse gas
emissions. Norvell wants to
see the off-sight travel taken
out of UCF's emissions
equation all together.
It seems that the greatest
number of improvements to
sustainability efforts are
made in times of budget
stress and strain, times when
energy policies need to be
shaken m1t of their financial
comfort zones.
"The university is actually looking towards those
things now because we're in
a budget crisis," Murphy
said.

The thought of abiding by a
PROTEIN
healthy lifestyle is overwhelmDaily amount for men: 9ounces
ing to most people, especially
Daily amount for women: 6 ounces
college students living on low
Tip: Have small pieces during the day.
budgets. Money and confusion seem to be the two
FAT
biggest problems encountered
Daily amount: 2-3 tablespoons
by students.
Tip: Use vinaigrette as salad dressing.
"The most challenging part
about maintaining a healthy
lifestyle in college is not hav- fronted common facts and ficing the money, or the time to tion of nutrition.
There is not a specific time
eat healthy," said Jerry Ferg, a
hospitality
management for every individual when
major. "Healthy foods tend to food turns to fat or excess
be more expensive, and it's calories. It all depends on
hard to say no to cheap fast what time you wake up in the
morning, which varies from
food."
Although healthy foods are person to person.
"There is no magical time
more expensive, there is a
loophole. By buying health your body starts turning
food items in bulk from places things to fat," Van Camp said.
like BJ's or Sam's Club, you're "You should eat within one
able to get more for your hour of waking up and eat
money and you can freeze every four to five hours after
what you aren't going to use that and have a snack. Your
right away and save it for a body still burns calories while
you're sleeping."
later time.
Van Camp said eating
Exercising properly and
regularly is another key ingre- breakfast is extremely important. It jump-starts the metabdient to a healthy lifestyle.
"The average American olism and can actually help
watches about three hours of people lose or maintain their
television each day," said Wes weight.
"Breakfast is the healthiest
Oppy, personal training manager at Lifestyle Family Fit- meal of the day for most peoness. "I would recommend ple, and could be as small as a
that college students exercise handful of cereal or a meal
for at least 30 minutes a mini- replacement shake," Van
mum of three days per week" Camp said.
Another common mistake
According to Oppy, we all
have time in our busy days to people make is overcompenallow for 30 minutes of cardio sating with protein. Excess
or weight training and exer- dietary protein can still be
cise three days each week, if stored as fat, and protein foods
are somewhat high in calories.
not more.
"The
average
person
"I don't really understand
what foods are healthy, and should take in between 65 and
why," Ferg said. "I try to eat 85 grams of protein each day,"
healthy, but I find myself not said Van Camp. "For a female,
knowing what foods are good that's six ounces and for a
for me and what portions to male, it's about nine. The average chicken breast is six to
eat."
· On Monday, Meghan Mur- eight ounces, which is almost
phy Van Camp, a nutritionist, your entire amount of protein
spoke at the Recreation and intake for the day."
Van Camp said it would be
Wellness Center and con-

eliminated or should be limited to whole grains, but not
every grain eaten needs to be
whole grain. Athletes need
FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
some refined grains for enerDaily amount: 5-7 servings
gy. The problem with grains is
Tip: Buy these frozen to save money
usually in portion size.
and cook a variety to combat boredom.
"A serving size is much
smaller
than people think,"
GRAINS
Van Camp said. "Five to nine
Daily amount: 5-9 servings
servings of grains are recomTip: Eat whole grains for heart health.
mended each day. The average
I
American eats 12 to 14."
best to have a small portion of
Fruits and vegetables are
protein with each meal, so another important part of a
rather than eating the entire balanced diet. If something
six-to-eight ounce chicken isn't ripe, leave it out of the
breast, only eat three ounces at refrigerator for a few days, so
a time.
that it doesn't lose any nutriThere is no difference in ents.
the calorie count of saturated,
Surprisingly, frozen vegetaor bad fats, and unsaturated, or bles are every bit as nutritious
good fats. Saturated fats cause as fresh, which helps people
a raise in bad cholesterol.
on a low budget.. There isn't a
"Only two to three table- rush to use what has been purspoons of added fat is needed chased, and buying a larger
each day," Van Camp said. "By amount frozen and using only
choosing vinaigrette instead what you need will also save
of white dressings, some of money.
those bad fats can be avoided."
"Everyone should eat five
'Trans fats are in fact worse to seven fruits and vegetables
for you than saturated fats. daily," Van Camp said. "Raw
While saturated fats increase vegetables are usually better
your bad cholesterol, trans fats for you then cooked, but eat a
not only increase the bad, but variety."
lower the good.
When losing weight, be
Everyone's main goal mindful that losing more than
should be to maintain a well- one pound per week means
balanced diet. Vitamins aren't that you've lost muscle, which
needed by everyone. They're isn't good. Five hundred calomeant to compensate for parts ries per day have to be taken
of a person's diet that don't get or compensated for through
the necessary amount of nutri- exercise in order to lose one
ents.
pound of fat weekly.
"Strive to eat balanced and
"Most people who go on a
take a vitamin on days when diet usually gain the weight
you know you can't," Van that was lost plus 25 percent
Camp said. "Vitamins and within a year of losing
minerals are better absorbed weight," Van Camp said
from foods then from pills."
This is worse for your
Van Camp continued to say health than losing the weight
that things like fiber and in the first place, and Van
antioxidants
must
be Camp recommended making
absorbed from food. There small attainable goals to ease
have been a lot of studies done into drastic changes.
on antioxidants and some peoFor a more specific breakple think they could be the key down of what amount of each
to a longer, healthier life.
food group you should be takMany people also think ing in each day, go to
that carbohydrates should be www.mypyramid.gov.
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PERFORMANCE FIRST"

YOUR CATERING
$0LtlTIONl!I
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES!

DELIVERY ORDERS will include a
delivery charge per item.

•
•
•

A3

FREEBIES

(SUBS & CLUBS ONLVI

Onion. lettuce. alfalfa sprouts. tomato. mayo. sliced
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano.
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Keep current with headlines from around the globe
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aid UCF environment

their "irresponsible behavior."
The teens are charged with
two counts of battery and one
count of criminal mischief.
Prosecutors say the boys must
serve 100 hours of community
service and send letters to the
victims to have the charges
dropped

WILLIAM PERRY
Contributing Writer

Five people in family charged in
marriage scheme fur illegal aliens
IvllAMI - Federal authorities in Miami say one family
has been marrying illegal
immigrants for money.
The Miami-Dade state
attorney's office has charged
five people with bigamy in
connection with the case.
They're accused of marrying
undocumented immigrants
for cash to help them earn
legal U.S. residency.
Authorities say 46-year-old
Eurice Rodriguez married
three times without ever
divorcing her first husband.
She was arrested this week
and posted bond Tuesday.
Court documents do not list
an attorney fo.'.' her. A phone
listed for a Eurice Rodriguez
in Miami has been disconnected.
Two other family members
were also charged this week,
one for 12 illegal marriages.
Authorities are looking for
both of them.
Two others were charged
last year. They are awaiting trial.

Miami man who threatened to
cause a massacre pleads guilty
MIAMI -A man who had
an arsenal of weapons when
he was arrested is scheduled
to plead guilty to charges of
making an Internet threat to
stage a Virginia Tech-type
massacre.
A hearing was set for late
Wednesday afternoon for 20year-old Calin Chi Wong to
enter the plea in Miami federal court. The charge carries a
maximum five-year prison
sentence, but prosecutors said
Wong will likely get far less
than that.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

HIGHER
EDUCATION
What's in the news at
colleges around the country

Public colleges in Louisiana
might see four-year tuition hike
BATON ROUGE, La. The Louisiana House reversed
course Monday and '-OVerwhelmingly agreed to a pro- ·
posal to allow four years of
increases in tuition costs for
public college students, a week
after the bill fell two votes short
of passage.
The discussion was quick,
with no one speaking in opposition to the tuition increase
measure before the House
voted 83-18 for the bill by Rep.
Don 'Trahan, R-Lafayette. The
proposal is backed by higher
education leaders and the Public Affairs Research Council of
Louisiana, a government
watchdog group.
Supporters said the schools
need increased revenue to
attract faculty, update facilities
and offer a quality education to
students. They said the tuition
hikes would help the schools
keep up with and compete
against other colleges in the
South.
Opponents had previously
said many students can't afford
the tuition increase, and they
had argued the state should
give the colleges more money
to stave off tuition increases.
Under the proposal, public
universities and colleges could
raise tuition from 3 percent to 5
percent each year for four
years. The increase would be
based on a formula determined
by the Board of Regents, which
governs higher education in
Louisiana, that looks at how
the individual schools stack up
against peer institutions in the
South.
The bill is estimated to raise
$27 million for the schools in
the first year.
The proposal needed 70
votes for passage, two-thirds of
the House. It now heads to the
Senate for debate. Louisiana is
the only state in the country
that requires a two-thirds vote
of the Legislature for tuition
hikes. Gov. Bobby fmdal hasn't
taken a position o:q the measure.
·
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

Campus aean-Up to
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President Bill Clinton Frowns as Sen. Hillary Clinton, D-NY, addresses supporters at the
National Building Museum in Washington Saturday on June 7 as she ended her race.

Bill Clinton cancels speech at
UCLA due to labor dispute

Bush wants peaceful resolution
with Iran's Ahmadinejad

LOS ANGELES - Bill
Clinton on Tuesday canceled a commencement
speech at the University of
California,· Los Angeles,
-because of a lingering labor
dispute.
The former president
was scheduled to address
4,000 graduating seniors on
Friday, but his office said he
would not appear because
of the long-running rift
between the university and
the American Federation of
State, County and Municipal Employees.
The 20,000 workers
involved in the wage dispute
range from technicians at
UC medical facilities to janitors and landscapers. Contract talks have sputtered
for months.
"Due to the ongoing
labor dispute, he regrets
that he will be unable to participate in commencement
this year and he wishes the
UCLA graduates the best of
luck," Clinton's office said a
statement.
Instead, UCLA Chancellor Gene Block will deliver
keynote remarks.
The university and Clinton agreed that because a
union contract could not be
guaranteed by Friday, it was
best to tap a new keynote
speaker, UCLA said in a
statement.
Judith L. Smith, dean and
vice provost of undergraduate education at the UCLA
College of Letters and Science, said in a statement it
was "unfortunate" that the
labor dispute spilled into a
day "intended to celebrate
student achievement."
Former
California
Assembly Speaker Fabian
Nunez also canceled a commencement speech at UC
Davis
scheduled
for
Wednesday because of the
labor dispute, the university
said Tuesday.

MESEBERG, Germany
- President Bush, in a fresh
warning to Tehran, said
Wednesday he favors a
peaceful resolution to the
nuclear standoff with Iran
but has not ruled out the possible use of military force.
Bush spoke at a news conference with German Chancellor Angela Merkel, but his
words were aimed at Iran.
Bush warned Iran against
dragging out the dispute to
run the clock out on his presidency.
Iran, which says it is
enriching uranium for
peaceful purposes, had a
message for Bush on
Wednesday too.
President
Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad said that
Bush's presidency was over
and the president has failed
in his goals to attack Iran and
stop its nuclear program.
Addressing thousands of
people in central Iran,
Ahmadinejad
described
Bush as "wicked,'' and said
that Bush was targeting Iran
after dispatching the U.S.
military into Iraq and
Afghanistan.
. Merkel, who appeared
with Bush at the German
government's main guesthouse called Schloss Meseberg, said if Iran does not
agree to suspend its enrichment program, additional
sanctions would be needed
The U.S. and its European
allies are waiting to decide if
stiffer sanctions should be
levied against Iran until after
the European Union's foreign policy chief, Javier
Solana. visits Tehran to present a package of incentives in
exchange for stopping its
enrichment program. The
offer, an updated version of
one that Iran ignored a few
years ago, was developed by
the United States, along with
Germany, Britain, France,
Russia and China.

South Korea~ president looks
to appease c1t1zen protests

found shot in rural Oklahoma

SEOUL, South Korea Humbled by weeks of antigovernment protests, South
Korea's president said
Wednesday his administration would seek to make a
new start as one of his ministers again rejected calls to
renegotiate a U.S. beef deal
that helped spark the rallies.
Lee Myung-bak took
office in February, but his
popularity
sank
over
botched political appointments and privatization
plans. An April deal to
resume U.S. beef imports
caused simmering public
anger to boil over due to a
perception that he failed to
consult the public.
Weeks of rallies culminated in a gathering of some
80,000 people Tuesday in
Seoul, the largest protest so
far, where barricades of
shipping containers blocked
crowds from marching to
the presidential Blue House.
Still, officials in Lee's
government stood firm
Wednesday in refusing protesters' calls to renegotiate
the beef deal.
South Korea was the
third-largest overseas cus- .
tomer for American beef
until it banned imports after
a case of mad cow disease,
the first of three confirmed
in the United States, was
detected in 2003. Protesters
contend the import deal
doesn't do enough to
address their health concerns.
Lee was still weighing
whether to accept the resignations of his entire Cabinet, which offered to step
down Tuesday to help_stem
the political crisis.

7

Over the next month, the
Campus Clean-Up program
will be working toward tidying up the UCF campus.
"It's all in an effort to beautify the campus," said Sarah
Worley, who heads the project.
In the effort, the campus
will be inspected for unattractive and improperly stored
items, as well as natural and
construction debris and
garbage. The department
responsible for the materials
will then be notified to take
care of the items.
The program is assisted by
volunteers from Landscape
and Natural Resources, Physical Plant, Athletics, Environmental Health and Safety, the
Student Government Association, Administration and
Finance, Academic Affairs and
the Office of Research and
Commercialization.
Last year the cleanup took
place in July, which is part of
reason students weren't
involved in the effort.
"We're trying to move it
earlier in the year, out of hurricane season and in cooler
weather,'' Worley said. "We
might be able to get more participation from students that
way."
Unsafe working conditions
are a concern, and because the
program doesn't . want to
expose students to those risks,
it will be kept mostly within
the departments until something else can be arranged,
Worley said.
"I would be interested in
helping out ifwe were able to,"
said Raja Simao, a student.
In the first part ofthe threephase cleanup, items will be
photographed, tagged and
logged on a spreadsheet listing the item, its location and
the department it belongs to.
The department responsible

"I'm very particular about that
[recycling] because 11 million
pounds of trash was thrown away
last year, and 60 [percent] to 70
percent could have been recycled."
-

BRIAN WORMWOOD

INTERIM ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR OF UCF'S PHYSICAL PLANT

for the property will then be
given from June ll to June 24 to
either properly store or dispose of the items. Claimed and
unclaimed materials will then
be picked up by the volunteers
from June 25 to June 30.
Work orders can be
arranged to pick up the tagged
objects, and if there are items
that need to be stored, proper
storage can be arranged
through Worley. However,
departments not claiming
items will be charged for the
labor and disposal of the
removed materials.
Campus Clean-Up doesn't
handle abandoned bikes, but
they do look to remove pallets,
construction and natural
debris, garbage and even cars,
to name a few. Recycled items
that are found will be sent to
housekeeping and recycling
services and waste will be disposed of properly.
"I'm very particular about
that [recycling] because ll million pounds of trash was
thrown away last year, and 60
[percent] to 70 percent could
have been recycled," said
Brian Wormwood, interim
associate director of UCF's
Physical Plant.
UCF has doubled its recycling output for the year and a
lot of the help has from Campus Clean-Up, Wormwood
said.

"We look at everything
with the eye of can we recycle
it," Wormwood said. "We're
trying to look at things we can
put in the recycling stream
rather than the waste stream
and really trying to offer the
recycling alternative."
Picking up these materials
is good for the environment
and the area around the campus, and stops hazardous
materials
from
blowing
around in the event of a hurricane, preventing property
damage.
"It's protecting the university," Worley said
UCF junior Mijan Hears
isn't the biggest advocate of
recycling, but he's become
accustomed to it.
"My roommate makes me
recycle. He'd say 'you threw a
butter dish in the garbage, you
can be recycling this,"' Hears
said. "So it's become a good
habit.
"It's always good to clean
up the university and recycling definitely helps,'' Hears
said
The program began as a
recommendation from the
Board of Trustees and was a
success in its first year. Participants look to generate more
interest this time around.
"We hope to have more
enthusiasm to make it a successful event," Worley said

•

Bodies of two missing girls

WELEETKA, Okla. The bodies of two girls
were found shot to death in
rural Oklahoma along a dirt
road the best friends
walked dozens of times to
play and go to sleepovers.
By Tuesday, investigators had no suspects and
were unsure of the motive
for Sunday's killings of 13year-old Taylor PaschalPlacker and 11-year-old
Skyla Whitaker.
Residents remained on
edge knowing a murderer
could be in this close community of 1,000.
Taylor's
grandfather
found their bodies after his
wife got no answer when
she called Taylor's cellular
phone. The girls were
sleeping over at Taylor's
house and had decided to
take a walk down the desolate road Sunday afternoon.
Peter Placker sobbed
uncontrollably Monday as
he tried to remember finding the girls' bodies about a
quarte!" of a mile from his
house near Weleetka, about
70 miles south of Tulsa.
Kevin Rowland, chief
investigator with the state
medical examiner's office,
said the girls each suffered
multiple gunshot wounds
to the head and chest.
Full autopsy results
were not available yet, but
sexual assault appears
unlikely, said Special Agent
Ben Rosser of the Oklahoma State Bureau of
Investigation. He noted the
girls were clothed and had
only been missing for a half
hour.

•
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in the student union today
or print your coupons online at
www.KnightNewspapers.co,n/
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Hitt has Rotary qualities .Park trails shut down for search
FROM

Al

of me. I interviewed with him
during the job search process
Jacobson said
and was impressed with his
The four-way test meas- commitment to a vision of
ures the work of all candi- what UCF could be."
dates based on four questions:
In his nomination, Ford
One, is it the truth? Two will described how much he
it build goodwill and b~tter believed Hitt deserved recogfriendships? 'Three, is it fair to nition.
all concerned? Four, will it be
"It is hard to not respect
beneficial to all concerned?
and honor this leader for havHitt was also given the title ing both a vision and the will
because Rotary members and intelligence to craft and
believed he exemplified some execute a strategy that
of the core qualities they allowed UCF to achieve that
uphold
.
vision,'' Ford said
"The Rotary Club · of
It seems President Hitt's
Orlando is the oldest service vision has transpired not just
organization in America We in the expansion of the
believe in service before self, ' university - it is also reflectwhich President Hitt also ed through the service of stuexemplified," Jacobson said
dents at UCF.
Business Administration
"In 2006-07, more than
Professor and Rotarian 1,000 UCF student volunteers
Robert Ford nominated Hitt reached 24,000 children in atbased on the plan and action risk schools. And more than
method Hitt has used to 2,000 UCF business students
improveUCF.
volunteered more than
"I joined UCF in 1993," Ford 80,000 hours and contributed
said. "[Hitt] had, I believe, $1 million in economic aid to
been on campus a year ahead local, national and interna-

tional nonprofits as part of
their service-learning experience," reported UCF News
and Information.
President Hitt serves as an
example to those students
who wish to make similar
contributions to their communities in the future.
''UCF offers many opportunities for students to get out
of the classroom and become
involved with our community,'' Hitt said "Once students
learn how rewarding community service can be, many
make commitments to stay
involved after they graduate."
Jacobson, who has been a
member of the Rotary Club
for five years, gave advice to
students who aspire to one
day receive an honor such as
Hitt's.
"Find a cause or organization you feel strong about in
your heart," Jacobson said
The next step is to put
forth one's best effort.
"Showing up is only half
the job,'' Jacobson said.

UCF supports $100K research
FROM

Al

photographs.
He said the sky casts a yellowish glow that also makes
color interpretation difficult.
He explained that the "red
planet" is actually yellowish
orange. However, his color calibration targets are designed to
overcome all the harsh conditions on Mars to keep our
color perception of the photos
"on target:•
Britt said the targets were
fairly inexpensive to manufacture, but the research cost
about $100,000.
Though the development
ofthe device was done at UCF,
he tested it at the Kennedy
Space Center in a chamber
that imitates the conditions on
Mars. His device has held up,
and the color photographs
from Mars prove it
'1t's arru¢ng that it works
at all,'' Britt said '1t's on another planet. It's a really cold, really harsh environment."
This is not Britt's · first
invention to land on Mars - it
- is his fifth. He has contnbuted
camera and color technology
to other missions to Mars,
including NAS.A'.s 1999 Mars
Polar Lander, which crashed
and was destroyed
"[The crash] was very disappointing, but that's the
chance you take,'' he said '1t's
not bad that four out of five
work:'
· Many were tense as the
Phoenix entered the Martian
atmosphere, because of the
millions of dollars and countless hours lost in the 1999
crash. However, Britt was not

your world a much different
place. If you want to be in the
forefront of what's happening
in the world, you need to be
involved in exploration ... not
just physical exploration, but
all levels of scientific exploration."
Since politicians influence
MAX BEHRMAN/ CENT~AL FLORIDA FUTURE
the funding of the space proUCF professor Dan Britt explains that
gram, the upcoming presicolors appear diffemtly on Mars than
dential election may be
they do on Earth. For example, the c1>lor
important to determine the
red and orange look like a yellow-red.
future of NASA projects. Britt
quite as anxious.
doesn't think so. He said that
'1 had the advantage in that NASA projects have been
I was going to end up with funded by the government for
another piece of stuff that I more than 20 years. He doesbuilt on Mars whether it n't think anyone will change
crashed or not," Britt said. "I that.
wasn't as worried as many
He
said
that
the
people, and I was excited that international nature of the
it was coming down:'
space program is vital Nations
Britt said that he thinks the that would not be able to have
lander will find "lots of water a space program on their own,
on Mars." He said that this like Denmark, which provided
might have further and more . the magnets in the color calisignificant implications con- bration targets, are able to parcerning the past, present and ticipate.
future existence of life on
Perhaps even more imporMars.
tant to his research has been
He even discussed the pos- the support of UCF.
sibility for human life on Mars
"The university has been
in the future. Some may think very supportive. This is a great
this is"taking a page out of a sci- environment to do research,''
ence fiction novel, but Britt he said. "The administration
said that terraforming, or mak~ believes in making it very easy
ing a planet like Earth. may be to make proposals. Toeyre
possible on Mars - the planet very supportive in getting
most like our own.
projects started "
Some Americans do not
Britt's next project includes
understand spending billions more calibration targets. He is
on the space program, espe- discovering
how
color
cially in economically difficult behaves under florescent light
times. Britt said that it is on other planets.
important to look beyond that.
'1t's a lot easier to identify
"That kind of exploration materials [on other planets
changes the context in which and the moon] if you know
you live," he said '1t can make they fluoresce,'' he said
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Ganguzza called her husband before she went out to
Blanchard Park off Dean Road
to jog around 6 p.m., which
was the last time anyone heard
from her. After her husband
was unable to reach her
around 7 p.m., he went down
to Blanchard Park to look for
her and later reported her
missing.
A patrol officer went out to
the park late Tuesday night to
meet the husband. Around 9
p.m. the Missing Person's Unit .
was notified and they also
came to the scene. Ganguzza's
black convertible Mitsubishi
Eclipse _remained at the park
overnight.
A search began Wednesday
morning, effectively shutting
down parts of the park, including the park's jogging paths.
Several
organizations
_helped the search, including
the Lake County Sheriff's
Office, which brought in a
bloodhound and a handler.
Investigators from the Orange
County Sherrif's homicide, sex
crime, K-9 and bike units were
also assisting on scene. Airboats and officers on horseback were seen patrolling the
area
Wtlliamsonsaidroughly60
to 70 people were out on the
scene. Ganguzza was an avid
runner and often jogged at
Blanchard Park, the Sentinel
reported
Ganguzza enrolled as a
graduate student at UCF in January, 2006, in the marriage and
PHOTOS BY AMANDA MOORE/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
family therapy department.
Top: Behind the post office on Econlockhatchee Trail, deputies pitch a tent on a trail near
Grant Heston, assistant vice
Nicole Ganguzza's body was found. Above: Sgt. Allen lee speaks to reporters at
president for UCF News and where
Blanchard Park during a news conference Wednesday evening after the body was found.
Information, released a statement Wednesday: " ... it is a
tragedy for Nicole, her family
and the entire UCF community. Our most heartfelt thoughts
TUESDAY EVENING: AROUND 6 P.M.
WEDNESDAY:
and prayers are with them.
Nicole calls husband to say she is going Parts of Blanchard Park are closed for a
"We will be sending an ejogging in Blanchard Park.
search ofthe area.
mail to the campus .communiAssistance from Lake County Sheriff's
ty this evening and will proAROUND
7
P.M.
Office,
Orange County Sheriff's Office,
vide updates as soon as more
Husband calls and gets no answer.
investigators from the sheriff's
information is available."
homicide,sex crime, K-9 and bike units
Around the time that GanBETWEEN
7
P.M.
AND
9
P.M.
were
all on the scene. Officers in
guzza went jogging, the weathNicole's husband goes out to the park
airboats and on horseback were also
er near where she was last
to look for Nicole.
patrolling the area, comprising about a
seen was thunder storms and
He
calls
9-1-1
and
.i
patrol
officer
60
to 70-person search party.
light rain, Andrew Urlich at
arrives on the scene
Accuweather said
·
BODY FOUND:
Anyone wi,th information
Authorities found her body near the
AROUND 9 P.M. AND LATER
should call 407-836-HELP.
post office off Econlockhatchee Trail
Additional reporting was
The Missing Persons Unit was notified
Wednesday evening.
done by Editor-in-Chief Jeff
and came out to the park.
Riley.
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BRYANT RESCUES LAKERS,
GAME FOUR IN L.A.TONIGHT
LOS ANGELES -On his floor and on
his game, Kobe Bryant revived the
Lakers- and the NBA finals.
Bryant scored 36 points With an
MVP-worthy perfonnance, Sasha
Vujadc added 20 points offthe bench,
and the Lakers, teetering on the brink of
falling into an impossible 3-0 hole in
the NBA finals,beatthe Boston Celtics
87-81 in Game 3 on Tuesday night.
Game 4 is tonight at the Staples
Center, where the Lakers are 9-0 in the
playoffs and unbeaten in 15 ~mes
since March 28.
Ray Allen scored 25 points for the
Celtics, but only one-third of Boston'.s
Big Three showed up.
Kevin Garnett scored 13 points on just
6-of-21 shooting and Paul Pierce,
playing a short drive from his childhood ·
home in Inglewood, had only six points,
missed 12 shots and was in foul trouble
all night

FOOTBALL
GIANTS'SUPER BOWL RINGS
TAKEN FROM MASS.JEWELRY
AffiEBORO, Mass. - Thieves broke
into a jewelry company over the
weekend and stole up to $2 miUion in
gold, gems and other valuables,
induding Super Bowl rings made for
New York Giants staff members,
authorities said.
The thieves disabled the alarm
system at EA. Dion lnc.,cut a hole in the
roofand were able to get away with a
safe that weighed at least 1,000
pounds.
The Super Bowl rings made by the
company were to be given to the
Giants staff members to commemorate
the team's win over the New England
Patriots,team spokesman Pat Hanlon
said
The players and coaches had already
received their rings last month.The
staffers were to receive identical ones
-white gold rings With the"NY"logo
is set in diamonds and'Wortd
Champions''emblazoned in raised
letters.They were designed byTiffany
and Co.and have a retail value at
$25,000 each.

BASEBALL

SARAH ROGERS / CENTRALFLORIDA FUTURE

Former UCF Basketball player Josh Peppers coaches a group of campers in a game during one of head coach Kirk Speraw basketball camps Tuesday. Peppers' last game as a Knight was in 2007, before the program'snew arena opened.

Past UCF Men's Basketball players
J:?1arvel at program's development
UCF Men's Basketball head
coach Kirk Speraw holds three
summer camps each year,
two in June and one in July.

2007

Josh Peppers and Lavell
Payne's final season at UCF
was 2006-2007, one year
prior.to the UCF Arena debut.

22.2

Pepper~ averaged 22.2 points
per game in Japan~
Superleague last season, the
league's second-best average.

-....

BRAVES LOSE GLAVINE,GAME
TUESDAY VERSUS CUBS
CHICAGO - Atlanta Braves pitcher
Tom Glavine was forred to leave after
three innings With an elbow strain that
will send him to the disabled list in the
Braves 10-5 loss to the Cubs on Tuesday.
"It hurt from the minute Istarted
throwing tonight," Glavine said.
Glavine has been bothered by the
injury for a month, but With the Braves
in danger offalling out ofthe NL East
race,and ace pitcher John Smoltz
already out for the season,the lefthander said he had been trying to push
through the injury.
Glavine said he would probably
return to Atlanta and have an MRI,
probably today.
'Were going to disable him. Give him
a breather,"manager Bobby Cox said
after the loss."See if his elbow can get
better.... It was hurting him like the
dickens."
It will be Glavines second trip to the
disabled list in his 22-year careerboth coming this season.
- ASSOCIATED PRESS

BRIAN MURPHY
Sports Editor

Josh Peppers and Lavell Payne have moved on from the UCF Men's Basketball program since their 2006-2007 senior seasons. This week, they got to
see how much the program has moved up since they left.
The two former Knights are back on campus this week to assist in head
coach Kirk Speraw's summer basketball camps at the Old UCF Arena, the
place that two used to call their home court.
But while Peppers and Payne were playing basketball in foreign countries,
UCF Athletics received a major facelift, complete with new basketball and
football stadiums, new basketball practice courts, dormitories, restaurants
and shops. The changes are stunning to Peppers and Payne, who were not
able to enjoy it as players.
· "I don't even know where I'm at," Peppers said "Seriously, I don't understand I left for one year and it seems like the whole school has been changed
around. I don't even know how to get to the main arena now. It's an amazing
facility that should bring more than enough recruits and stuff like that for the
school"
Peppers, who played in 123 games, the most by a men's basketball player at
UCF, concluded his collegiate career as one of the best offensive players in
program history. He ranks as the seventh-leading scorer with 1,376 points. He
played with the Knights from 2003-07 and was a member of two NCAA
Tournament teams.
After the end of the 2007 season, Peppers signed a contract with the Rizing Fukuoka of Japan's Superleague. Peppers was the league's second-leading
PLEASE SEE

''I don't even know
where I'm at. Seriously, I
don't understand. I left .
for one year a~d it seems
like the whole school has .
been changed around. I
don't even know how to
get to the main arena
now. It's an amazing
facility that should bring ·
more than enough
•
recruits and stuff like
that for the school."
4

- JOSH PEPPERS, ON THE VAST FACILITIES DEVELOPMENT
UCFHAS UNDERGONE SINCE HE LEFT IN 2007

KNIGHTS ON A7

Men's tennis to host '09 C-USA tourney .
ZACH PARDES
StaffWriter

Hosting the 2009 Conference USA Men's Tennis
Championships will be a
tremendous advantage for the
UCF Men's Tennis team, head
coach Bobby Cashman said
Tuesday.
"Home-court advantage is
so big," Cashman said. "It's
where we practice and play
every day, and it's a comfort
thing. It's definitely an advantage. We're going to have
crowd support, and we're
going to be a little more
upbeat in front of friends and
family."
The tournament, which
will be held April 17-19 at the
UCF Tennis Complex, will be
the first time that UCF will
have hosted a men's tennis
conference
championship
since joining the Division I

ranks in 1985.
Tournament hosts are
decided on a rotation. Last
season, SMU played host in
Dallas after another school
passed on the opportunity,
deciding it would not be able
to successfully hold the championship at their home venue.
SMU was next on the rotation
list. Now, it is UCF's tum.
"It's great because [the
championship] will bring
attention to both UCF and the
venue," Cashman said. 'We're
hosting a mid-major conference championship. That's
quite different from a lowertier conference, and we have
some pretty powerful teams in
our conference, like Rice,
Tulsa, SMU, UCF and UAB."
The warmer weather may
also play out to UCF's advantage, particularly wi~chools
PLEASESEE ADDITIONS oN\'v ·
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Former NBA ref alleges playoff games were fixed
TOM.HAYS

aghy, 41, faces up to 33
months in prison at sentencing on July 14.
NEW YORK - NBA comWithout identifying anymissioner David Stern dis- one or naming teams, Donmissed allegations from a for- aghy also claimed the NBA
mer referee at the center of a routinely ep.couraged refs to
gambling scandal that a 2002 ring up bogus fouls to manipplayoff series was rigged by ulate results but discouraged
league referees and officials, them from calling technical
calling the claims baseless.
fouls on star players to keep
"He turned on basically all them in games and protect
of his colleagues in an ticket sales and TV ratings.
attempt to demonstrate that
"If the NBA wanted a team
he is not the only one who to succeed, league officials
engaged in criminal activity," would inform referees that
Stern said of Tim Donaghy opposing players were getbefore Game 3 of the NBA ting away with violations,"
finals in Los Angeles on the letter stated. "Referees
Tuesday. "The U.S. attorney's then would call fouls on ceroffice, the FBI has fully inves- tain players, frequently
tigated it, and Mr. Donaghy is resulting in victory for the
the only one who is guilty of opposing team."
a crime."
Donaghy's lawyer has
The allegations about the sought to convince a federal
2002 series were contained judge in Brooklyn that Donin a letter filed by a lawyer aghy deserves more credit
for Donaghy, who pleaded for coming forward before he
guilty last year to felony was charged to disclose
charges alleging he took cash behind-the-scenes misconpayoffs from gamblers and duct within the NBA. The letbet on games himself. Don- ter, filed Monday, suggests
Associated Press

prosecutors have hurt Donaghy's chances for a lesser
prison term by downplaying
the extent of his cooperation.
Both Donaghy's attorney,
John Lauro, and prosecutors
declined comment.
The league said the scandal was limited to Donaghy
and two co-defendants, both
former high school classmates who also pleaded
guilty to gambling charges.
"The NBA remains vigilant in protecting the integrity of our game and has fully
cooperated with the government at every stage of its
investigation,"
Richard
Buchanan, NBA executive
vice president and general
counsel, said in a statement.
"The only criminal activity
uncovered is Mr. Donaghy's."
Larnell
McMorris,
a
spokesman for the NBA referees union, said. in a statement that Donaghy "has had
honesty and credibility
issues from the get-go."
Donaghy's letter said that
in the first of several meet-

ings with prosecutors and
the FBI in 2007, he named
names while describing "various examples of improper
interactions and relationships between referees and
other league employees,
such as players, coaches and
management.'.' For example,
it said, referees broke NBA
rules · by hitting up players
for autographs, socializing
with coaches and accepting
meals and merchandise from
teams.
In one of several allegations of corrupt refereeing,
Donaghy said he learned in
May 2002 that two referees
known as "company men"
were working a best-of-seven
series in which "Team 5" was
leading 3-2. In the sixth game,
he alleged they purposely
ignored fouls made by opponent "Team 6" and made
phantom calls putting "Team
6" players at the free-throw
line.
"Team 6" won the game
and· came back to win the
series, the letter stated.

.

HARAZ N. GHANBARI / ASSOCIATED PRESS

Fonner NBA referee Tim Donaghy, who pleaded guilty in August to charges that he bet on
NBA games, has made allegations in a letter that a 2002 playoff series was rigged.
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traveling from states north of
Florida.
"I would say with teams
from East Carolina and UAB,
it's pretty much a big advantage because it's warm already
here in Florida," Cashman
said. "It'll just be starting to get
warm there, so they won't be
used to it.
"Some teams tb,ough, like
Houston, have similar weather, and they'll be used to it. But
I think for us to train in that
hot sun and be used to it is a
huge advantage."
The UCF Tennis Complex
has served as home court for
the Knights since 2001, but in
2005 the venue was renovated,
adding 80 seats and a new
championship court. Each
court was resurfaced as well.
The near-new facility will
offer a good opportunity to
showcase UCF's tennis program, although there is a bit of
concern about the lack ofseating, Cashman said
Cashman said he is currently working with UCF Athletics and talking with schools
that have hosted the championship in the past to work out
budgetary concerns, including
officials, food and transportation.
'We'll need to add seating
or rent seating [for the championship]," he said. "We'll
make it a good event, though.
I'm sure we will."
Cashman was not the only
person to be excited about
hosting the event, however.
He said that many of his play-

GETYOUR
FACTS STRAIGHT
BUILDING TO THE FUTURE
The UCF Tennis Complex has been home
to the Knights since 2001. But in 2005,
upgrades were made to attract mort
fans to the matches. Several rows of
bleacher stands that are capable of
holding 80 people and a championship
court were added to the complex.
Recently, two practice courts were
added to the complex to give the
Knights a total of three, and all of the
courts were resurfaced.
KEEP THE TOURNAMENTS COMING
Last week, the C-USA Board of Directors
also announced that UCF will also host
the 2010 outdoor track and field
conference championships.
LOVE THAT HOME COOKING
Having the conference championship at
UCF could be very beneficial for the
Knights. In 2008, the Knights posted a
12-9 record, but went 7-2 at home.

ers feel that the tournament is
going to be a great addition to
their 2009 season.
"I told them that we're
probably going to host it and
obviously, Brock Sakey is a
senior, so he's excited," Cashman said. "[Tarek] Ben
Soltane and those guys who
have been with me for four
years, your last college matches are on your home surface,
so they are really excited
about it."
Since joining Conference
USA in 2005, UCF has hosted
only two conference tournament championships: softball
in 2007 and women's
basketball in March.

Knights enjoy assisting at camps
FROM

A6

scorer in . his rust year,
averaging 22.2 points per
game. His season ended in
April when Fukuoka was
eliminated in the semifinals
of the league's playoffs.
Now, Peppers said he is
back home, working out and
hoping a bigger opportunity
in a new location will present
itself this summer. Until then,
he said he's content with
coaching campers the fundamentals of basketball
"I absolutely love working
with kids," Peppers said "I'm
having a good time, so I could
continue doing this for years
to come."
Payne ended a long day as
a referee for camp games on
Tuesday, and also said that he
likes helping out.
Payne departed for Bulgaria to play for Team CSKA
immediately after his eligibility at UCF ran out. He was the
league-leader in blocks and
averaged 14 points per game
this past season.
Much like Peppers, he will
be looking to go somewhere
else before next season, and
he was shocked by all of the
new changes at UCF.
"Coming from this, none
of this was up there," Payne
said. "It's amazing how fast
things are going by and everything that's happening."
Of course, Peppers and
Payne also feel like they have
been given a bit of bad luck.
They had to play their careers
in a 5,000-seat gym with no

come back and everything's
good"
But for two separate weeks
in June and one week in July,
it truly is all about the kids.
Speraw said he's been running basketball camps every
year since he was a senior at
Iowa University nearly 30
years ago. He said he has
enjoyed seeing kids return to
his camps year after year and
watching them grow. But he
has also enjoyed the involvement from his former players
as UCF Men's Basketball tries
to build a long-lasting family
legacy.
"It's nice for them to come
back and be around . the
campers - and the campers
enjoy them - but also be
around our guys and work
SARAH ROGERS/ CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
out with them and play with
UCF Men's Basketball head coach Kirk Speraw teaches a camper the fundamentals of
them." Speraw said "That's a
passing Tuesday during one of his summer camps, which are held at the Old IJCF Arena.
nice point of camp week as
practice courts, nothing but on Dec. 28, and said he can well.''
bleacher seating, no state-of- only imagine how it feels to
After it ends, Peppers and
the-art amenit~es and .poor play in the 10,500-seat venue. Payne will get set to resume
lighting. Then, right after they
Since Peppers and Payne their professional careers,
get out of town, the entire have been back to the U.S. wherever that may be. But
campus transforms. It does they've also had opportuni- they will always come back to
make them a little bitter, even ties to practice with the the area and the coach who
if they say so with a chuckle.
team's current players and re- · helped nurture their basket''It had to happen the first established the friendships ball abilities so that they _c an
year that I'm leaving," Payne they had to put on hold for do the same for the next gensaid. "I know [Peppers] was their professional careers.
eration. And Payne wonders,
saying, 'I don't know why
After camp is over for the with the success of the camps
they are just trying to act up day, Peppers and Payne get coupled with the rapid develon us.' I know they were talk- together with other Knights opment of the basketball proing a lot about it. It's amazing and camp assistants, such as gram, will there be another
how it happened
Stanley Billings and Mike Bat- change in store for 2009?
"Oh well. At least I get to tle, for some pick-up games.
"There's no telling how it's
see it at the end and be in it."
"It's real good because going.to be in the next couple
Payne saw his rust game in knowing from when I left, I of years," Payne said. 'We'll
the UCF Arena when the had a good relationship with probably be playing in a big
Knights played Connecticut them," Payne said "Now, I've ol' mansion or something.''

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

Find out ho~ thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)

Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
www.dciplasma.com
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Intent to kill: Sondhiem's
Assassins line up for a Qand- Asession with the
director and cast after
the show at Mad Cow
Theater last weekend.

•

•

•

Mad theater brings Assassins in question
JONATHAN HOHENSEE
Contributing Writer

What do a vainglorious
celebrity actor, a Charlie Manson cultist and a Polish steel
worker have in common?
In addition to the fact that
each are successful or attempted assassins of U.S. presidents,
they are each characters in
Stephen Sondheim's musical
Assassins, based on the book ·
by John Weidman, which is
playing at downtown Orlando's Mad Cow Theatre
. through July 6.
Assassins follows the stories
of nine assassins through a
series of musical vignettes,
· which include a peppy John
Philip Sousa-style ballad about
the murder of William McKinley and a 1970s love ballad,
' 1Unworthy of Your Love,"
between John Hinckley and
Lynette "Squeaky'' -F romme.
Assassins acts as an exploration of the dark side of the
American dream, presenting
situations in which unfettered
individualism can bring tragic
results. In Assassins, each of
the characters desperately

strives for an unattainable goal
- ranging from reuniting a
country to fixing stomach
problems to gaining the atten,tion ofJodie Foster - that they
believe can be solved by killing
a president.
Each of the assassins goes
through with their murders in
spite of attempts from outsiders who try to show the
assassins that their actions will
not solve their problems, but in
fact will bring only pain, chaos
and infamy.
''The subject matter, which
is so intense, dark but at the
same time has a cautionary
nature to it," said Alan Bruun,
who directed the show and acts
as artisti<:: director for the Mad
Cow Theatre. "It's really trying
to - by looking at the example
set by these individuals - provide an opportunity for people
to take another path."
Throughout the musical's
history, the controversial material has cause9- problems for
many of the attempted productions. The off-Broadway pro-

duction premiered in the middle of the Gulf War, which
resulted in the production running for only 76 performances.
A Broadway revival was
planned to open in November
2001, but was postponed for
three years after the Sept.11 terrorist attacks made the content
of the show inappropriate. As
recently as 2008, Arkansas
Tech University banned the
production from being preformed on campus due to the
musical's depiction of gun violence.
It was because of this controversial nature that Bruun felt
that the story of Assassins
needed to be told
''We are in a time where
people feel disaffected, where
they feel disconnected from
their government, they feel disenfranchised, they feel upset,"
Bruun said "The possibility for
this type of thing happening
again is very conceivable, and
that is very frightening."
Despite the controversy, the
small scale ofthe musical has

9 MENOUT
1 LEON UOLGOSZ

6 JOHN HINCKLEY

assassin of President William
McKinley

attempted assassination of
President Ronald Reagan

•

2 CHARLES GUITEAU
assassin of President James Garfield

3 SAMUEL BYCK
attempted assassination of
President Richard Nixon

4 SARAJANEMOORE

7 GIUSEPPE ZANGARA

attempted assassination of
President Franklin D. Roosevelt

8 LYNETTE "SQUEAKY"
FROMME

attempted assassination of
President Gerald Ford ·

attempted assassination of President
Gerald Ford

5 LEE HARVEYOSWALD

9 JOHN WILKES BOOTH

assassinof President John F.
Kennedy
made it popular for smaller
production companies and colleges across the country,
including Mad Cow Theatre.
"It was very different and
very pleasing seeing a small
show as opposed to a large
show;" said Carl Kammeraade,
a patron. "It's by far the smallest, most personal venue and
for sure I will be back."
Mad Cow's production is
preformed in an intimate the-

•

assassin of President Abraham
Lincoln
ater, with a minimalist set that
creates for the audience a sense
of claustrophobia when they
are presented a parad~ of murders within arm's reach.
Assassins is playing at the
Mad Cow Theatre, located at
105 S. Magnolia Ave., and is
playing through July 6. Tickets are $29 for non-students
and $26 for students. Ticket
offices can be reached at 407297-8788-
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•
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Gasping for the funny of Margaret Cho
MELISSA CHADBOURNE
Contributing Writer

The Incredible Hulk, Universal Pictures

The lnaedible Hulk
(PG-13) 12:00, 12:30, 1:00, 1:30, 2:45, 3:15, 3:45, 4:15,
6:50,7:20, 7:50, 8:20, 9:40, 9:45, 10:45, 11:15, 12:15a,
12:20a

The Happening
(R) 12:15, 12:45, 1:15, 2:30, 3:05, 4:30, 5:00, 5:30, 7:05,
7:35,8:05, 9:30, 10:00, 10:30, 11:50, 12:30a, 12:30a

Kung Fu Panda
(PG}11:50a, 1:05, 1:40,2:10,3:10,4:05,4:35,5:35,
6:30, 7:00, 8:00, 8:55, 9:25, 10:25, 11 :10, 11:45, 12:45a
DlP (Dig~al Projection) Showtimes
12:10, 2:40, 5:05, 7:30, 9:55, 12:15a

You Don't Mess With the Zohan
(PG-13) 12:05, 12:55, 1:35, 2:35, 4:25, 5:10, 5:40, 7:10,
7:55, 8:15, 9:50, 10-35, 11:00, 12:35a

Sex and the Gty

(R) 12:35, 4:10, 7:40, 10:40

The Strangers
(R) 12:50, 2:55,4:50,7:15, 9:45, 12:0Sa

Iron Man

(PG-13) 12:25, 3:50, 7:15, 10:10

lncfiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull
(PG-13) 12:40, 3:40, 4:40, 6:45, 7:45, 9:35, 10:50,
12:25a
Open Captioned Showtimes
1:25

The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian
(PG) 1:10, 4:20, 7:25

What Happens in Vegas
(PG-13) 10:35

-

Listings for Friday, June 12

ONLINE COVERAGE ,,.
,

Vampire Weekend by Robert Vilchez
The popular indie rock, New Yorkbased band performed at local Park
Avenue CDs for an afternoon show_

Metal Quest by Lindsey Turnbull
Local metal played at The Haven in
Winter Park show featuring Aruspex,
Thome of the Fallen and Synapticide_

Quick Flix by William Goss
Get the heads up about upcoming
movies: The Incredible Hulk, The
Promotion and The Happening.

Last Friday, Margaret Cho's
'.'Beautiful" tour made a stop
m Orlando at the Hard Rock
Live at Universal CityWalk.
Cho's act was one of two
scheduled by the Hard Rock
to coincide with the Orlando's
Gay Days celebrations.
The sold out venue erupted into whoops and cheers as
Susan, a lesbian musician
played by Liam Kyle Sullivan
of "OMG Shoes" fame, took
the stage. Sitting on a stool
before the microphone, Susan
charmed the audience with a
love song about private
moments dedicated to her
sweet Maria.
Sullivan's act as Susan was
followed by a screening of his
video starring his more popular Internet sensation, played
by. a character called Kelly,
called, "Let Me Borrow That
Top." The videos can be found
on YouTube.com and Sullivan's
Web
site,
www.liamshow.com. Kelly
has become a large Internet
presence and has appeared in
the new Weezer music video,
"Pork and Beans," which featured several well-known
Internet meme stars.
After. ending the set with
his most popular Kelly song,
"Shoes," Cho came out to
send the crowd into chairtoppling fits of laughter. Cho
is a well-known Korean standup
comedian
highly
acclaimed in the gay and lesbian community for her
activism, as well as being a
voice for many other issues.
She began performing
stand-up at the age of 16 in a
club located above her
parents' bookstore in San
Francisco.
Cho's "Beautiful" routine
moved through several different topics, ranging from new
beauty procedures available

MELISSA CHADBOURNE / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Shocked by her own cleverness, Margaret Cho discusses sensitive issues concerning racism, body image pressures and the gay community through impressions and observational humor.

to her usual poking fun at her
mother and father's heavy
Korean accents. The main
focus of the Beautiful tour,
however, was body image.
Tirroughout the show, Cho
emphasized how important it
was for everyone to feel beautiful and love themselves. Cho
spoke of her nearly fatal experience with weight loss at the
beginning of her TV career
and how she overcame the
fear that inspired it.
Cho tends to bring serious
issues into her routines, often
gay and lesbian community
issues and racial discrimination.
According to attendee
Ryan Hagen, who was there
celebrating his 24th birthday,

Cho's focus on issues is one of
her strengths.
"Her political satire is awesome," Hagen said. "She
brings serious issues to the
table and makes them funny
and makes you think."
UCF junior Robbie Simmons, 22, attended with his
boyfriend and was happy with
the performance, though he
said her main focus has shifted.
"It was very funny,"
Simmons said. "She kind of
had gotten more centered
toward gays than she used to
be. It's kind of all she talked
about, but it's still funny."
Jeff Jones, marketing and
promotions manager for Hard
Rock Live and Hard Rock

Cafe Orlando, said that the
show was not a Gay Days
event, and Cho does perform
regularly at the venue.
"This was Margaret's
fourth show at Hard Rock
Live Orlando. We've had the
last few tours," Jones stated in
an e-mail interview. "She normally plays this room when
she tours a new show. It was
pretty much good timing that
the tour would fall in the
Southeast at this time. She had
not done a Gay Days show
before."
Jones was positive about
Hard Rock's relation with the
Orlando gay and lesbian community.
"The Hard Rock company
as a whole is very friendly,"

Jones stated. "We've hosted
several comedians and performers during Gay Days
weekend in the past."
The Gay Days celebration
is a weeklong series of more
than 40 events throughout the
city. It originated as a oneweekend . gathering in 1991,
which was always in the first
week of June. Gay Days 2008
ran from June 3 to June 9 with
events at venues such as the
Orlando Science Center, Walt
Disney's Magic Kingdom and
the Parliament House.
In the end, Cho summed
up her "Beautiful" show in
one sentence.
"If you 9-on't think I'm
beautiful," she said, "then you
are missing out!"

Go to www.CentralFloridaFuture.com

HIGH FIVES

Blinded by the
scientific method

ALM
1. Sex and the Oty:The Movie, New Line
Gnema, HBO Films.
2. Indiana Jones and the Kingdom ofthe
Crystal Skull, Paramount Pictures.
3. Iron Man, Paramount Pictures.
4. The Stangers, Oniversal Studios.
5. The Chronicles ofNarnia: Prince
Caspian, Disney.

GRANT LOWTHER
Staff Writer

MUSIC
1. "Lollipop;' Lil Wayne feat. Static Major.

, Cash Money/Universal Motown.
1
2. "Bleeding Love;' Leona Lewis.
SYCO/J/RMG. (Platinum)
l "Time of my Life;' David Cook.
Fremantle/19/RCA.
4. ''Take a Bow;' Rihanna.
' SRP/Def Jam/lDJMG.
5. "No Air;' Jordin Sparks feat. Chris
r Brown. 19/Jive/Zomba. (Platinum)
1

, ALBUMS
;

1. 3 Doors Down, 3 Doors Down_

COURTESY DiMENSION FILMS

Seann William Scott and John C. Reilly star in The Promotion. Scott discusses his lastest film and goals in an interview with the Future.

I Universal Republic/UMRG.

2. Bun-B, II Trill. JPrince/Asylum.

3. Julianne Hough, Julianne Hough.
, Mercury Nashville/UMGN.
4. Nothing But the Best, Frank Sinatra.
, Reprise/Warner Bros.
, 5. Narrow Stairs, Death Cab For Cutie.
; Barsuk/Atlantic/AG.

.
l; CONCERTTOURS
1. Bruce Springsteen & The EStreet

· Band.
2. Bon Jovi.
3. Cher.
( 4. The Police, Elvis Costello and the
• Imposters.
1 5. Kanye West, Rihanna, N.E.R.D. and
Lupe Fiasco.
l
1 DVDSALES

Promotion bears promise
WILLIAM GOSS
Staff Writer

After covering the income
extremes with his screenplays for The Weather Man
and The Pursuit of Happyness, Steve Conrad now gets
to cover all his economic
bases with the middle-class
struggles that make up his
directorial debut, The Promer

don.

"It was something that one
of my brothers pointed out
I
just the other day, that
'.
between [the three screen:
plays], I had managed to
,
round things out with this
film," Conrad said in a recent
phone interview.
1
With both being set in
1
Chicago and tapping into the
comedy and drama inherent
BILLBOARDMAGAZINE.COM
to middle-class malaise, Conrad felt the material stemmed
as much from personal experience as it did from profes; Celebrity quotes
sional happenstance.
·~y really good writer has
\ "I work on my tush every day. It's little and I
to
figure out some stuff
want it bigger. Iguess we always want what
beyond the events of his own
we don't have:'
life in order to be interesting
- Cameron Diaz isn't satisfied with her
• body.
to his audience members.
There are definitely some
"I haven't actually reached my sexiest point
events from my grown-up life
yet"
that I feel very deeply about
- Catherine Zeta-Jones insists she has yet
to peak at 38.
that I've incorporated in, that
I've called upon in my last
"I just like being small chested, and it v.:ould
three scripts ... and there are
feel really weird and bizarre ifl was anything
different ways of looking at
, different"
I - Kate Hudson fears the boob job she_
work and whatever piece of
sometimes considers would leave her feel mg
mind that brings," Conrad
strange.
said.
The Promotion marks the
1
STARPULSE.COM '

I

1. Untraceable, Sony Pictures Home
Entertainment.
2. The Great Debaters, the Weinstein
Company.
3. /ndiana Jones: The Adventure
Colledion, Paramount Home
Entertainment.
4. Mad Money, Starz home
Entertainment.
5. P.S. I Love you, Warner Home Video.

THEY SAID IT

first time Conrad has been just an unbelievable actor."
able to helm one of his own
"I regard John as the best
scripts as the director, a situa- actor in the world, and he
tion that was sometimes as scared the hell out of me for
much of a help as it was a hin- the first few days of the shoot,
coming off a Scorsese set and
drance.
"It was a relief and a joy some Paul Thomas Anderson
because you don't have to films. He just brings a whole
leave the room when it comes lot of heavy-duty pedigree to
to important meetings, like it," said Conrad, who later
picking costumes, which can explained, "I was intimidated
tell you as much about the by his reswne, but not his atti.character as what they do and . tude."
say," Conrad said "The drag
Scott, most well known for
of it is trying to fmd a rela- comedies such as the Ameritionship to the writing, and I can Pie films, Road Trip and
found that I had to be hard on The Dukes of Hazzard,
what I wrote."
regards the more subdued
''Well, most of the films nature of this film as a stepthat I've done, I've done with ping stone in his career.
first-time directors, and with
"Every single actor gets
Steve [ Conrad], I was just typecast at some point. I don't
impressed by how confident worry, because I thoroughly
he was on set," Seann William enjoy doing those broad
Scott said, "and I think he'll do comedies and having that
some really wonderful things chance to make people laugh.
in the future."
but I've always been anxious
Conrad found as much to do films that I'd watch at
praise to share for Scott's per- home, which includes The
formance as Doug, the film's Promotion, and there's someprotagonist. "Seann was pret- thing to be said about being in
ty aggressive about getting those ftlms.
the role, and was willing to
"I mean, it's going to be
work really hard at it."
difficult to work with someBoth claimed an equal one like David Fincher until
intimidation in the participa- I'm not distracting by being in
tion of co-star John C. Reilly.
his film, but without those
-''It was intimidating as hell [comedies], I wouldn't have
My motivation was pretty my career today," Scott said.
much not to screw up the film "But this was a determined
for him, and it was stressful, choice. These are the type of
because he's so good," Scott projects that I want the peosaid. ''He really · added so ple I want to work with to see
many colors to the perform- me in, so I think it's a step in
ance, and I mean, the guy's the right direction."

I

I

I

It's no secret that it's now
cool to be geeky.
At least, this is what the
highly reputable E! News tells
me, and this is evident when
walking anywhere on campus
other than the engineering
and science buildings. Buxom
blondes the campus over,
wear T-shirts emblazoned
with slogans such as "I [heart]
Geeks," despite not knowing
how to integrate a quadratic
function, nor wanting to hear
about it.
Needless to say, I've been
duped by this disingenuous
display many times, and it led
me to fall flat on my face in
social situations.
Although disconcerting,
what is truly significant about
this is that it underscores the
declining state of science education in America today.
Allegedly, learned teachers
spout off mere "theories"
without even pausing to consider other options simply
because these other options
aren't
supported
by
"research" - whatever that is.
With this in mind, I'd like
to apply the scientific method
in order to ascertain why geek
culture is now so popular.
Keep in mind that my lmowledge of the scientific method
is relegated to what I learned
in high school.
People that are "geek chic"
aren't really geeks, but they
desperately want to be. This
can be remedied by forcing
the culture on them.
Regarding this, I can't help
but wonder why so many are
content with deceiving my
naively placed notions about
fashion and its correlation
with interests. And here I
thought that the primary function of a T-shirt was to impose
likes and dislikes on complete
strangers, but apparently I'm
mistaken.
Generally, I would wonder
if warlock-like scientists
would be able to conjure a
hypothesis to answer my
question, but this is troublesome to me because, occasionally, hypotheses are disproved I don't have time for

this, and I'd prefer to just skip
this and assume that whatever
I come up with is fact.
Next, I must collect data
through experimentation, but
I'd rather draw from the
wealth of data I've accumulated by growing up geek. Experiments simply aren't necessary when I can draw upon a
wellspring of bias and belie£
The truth could be that
those who proclaim to love
geeks do, in fact, love geeks,
and that my ineptitude in conversing with others leads me
to believe that they are deceiving me.
Sure, it could be this simple, but this truth upsets me.
Since I don't like being upset,
I'm going to allow my preferences to determine what is
true, and today my preferences tell me these people
aren't
surreptitious
scoundrels. Rather they simply don't understand the true
path of geek.
.
They might want to lmow,
but the public school system
has failed them; they simply
never learned the most basic
tenants of science, math and
other things nerdy. Also, my
preferences tell me I'm going
to get a T-Rex named
"Carlisle" for Christmas.
Generally, the next step of
the process would be to analyze the data and come to a
conclusion, but why on earth
would I do that? I've spent my
entire life feeling that this is
true, so why bore myself with
rumination and inquiry when
I have a message to spread!
So with the scientific
method complete, it's time to
get published. Of course, no
reputable journal will publish
my fmdings, so I think I'll just
go straight to getting my ideas
taught in schools. Knowledge
of geek culture will disseminate through by way of doeeyed fifth graders, and the
whole world will become geek
chic. Til.is will be so much easier than.coming to terms with
my social ineptitude.
Ofcourse, this idea of mine,
along with every other highly
successful theory, is just that: a
mere theory. Once everybody
understands science like I do,
people will fmally know this.
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School uniforms
squash individuality
S

chool uniforms are like a
repellent. If there is one
surefire way to discourage
students from going to school,
it's forcing them to surrender
their individuality for uniformity.
Lake County is considering
school uniforms, despite the
expressed disapproval of 84 percent of surveyed students.
In response, the school board
offered the pros and cons of
adopting school uniforms. The
advantages are textbook, asserting that there will be no fights
or thefts over designer clothing
or name-brand shoes, no gang
colors will be displayed, school
officials will be able to identify
intruders and uniforms would
promote school pride.
However, according to a
report completed by Orange
County school officials, "There
is no Florida Department of
Education evidence that would
indicate that a district-wide uniform policy would increase student achievement or decrease
crime and violence in schools."
On the other hand, the disadvantages are trivialized, claiming that the school uniforms
would not decrease school violence or improve academic
achievement, yet they would .
force financial obligation on
low-income families and restrict
students' freedom of expression.
Upon comparison, the disconnects become transparent.
So suppose a few fights are
averted because the green giant
of envy is hibernating; meanwhile little Susie is wearing a
tattered T-shirt and some jean
shorts because her family could
not incur the expense of yet
another additional cost imposed
by the free public school system.
LLet's look at another scenario
that has managed to remain
undetected by school officials.

Arguably, one of the benefits of
having school uniforms is the
cultivation of "school pride." Yet
students who attend public
schools are most likely zoned
for that particular school, and
therefore have no real attachment to the institution.
As a result, school pride may
not be the top priority that
school officials presume it to be.
In fact, some, if not most, students make it their goal to deviate from the school colors that
encourage school spirit, which
is why one of the biggest concerns among students is the violation of their freedom of .
expression.
At present, according to the
Orlando Sentinel, "Polk County
is the only school district in
Florida with a mandatory K-8
uniform policy." However, as of
April 2008, the Osceola School
Board voted 3-2 in favor of a
school uniform policy for K-12.
As Lake County progresses to
follow suit, it faces widespread
opposition from students.
Reportedly, according to the
Sentinel, out of 8,600 responses
the trend is as follows: "School
officials love it. Parents like it.
Students hate it."
To exemplify, 69 percent of
teachers and other school
employees admit that the present dress code has become too
lenient and needs stricter
enforcement, while 74 percent
of students disagree with this
sentiment.
School uniforms do not teach
students unity nor do they e~inate stereotypes. Rather, they
serve to generalize a student
body that could not be more
heterogeneous in terms of
beliefs, style, ethics and perspectives.
On June 8, the Lake County
School Board held a meeting
and one of the more controversial topics on the agenda was

the issue of school uniforms.
According to a live blog that
recorded the meeting minutes,
"the chairman encouraged parents to participate in the online
survey about school uniforms,"
while board members reflected
on alternative ways to receive
feedback regarding school uniforms.
Due to insufficient feedback,
the board has consented that it
is too late to enforce any kind of
school uniform policy for the
fall.
Chairman Larry Metz reinforced that "we're not debating
whether to have uniforms
tonight ... just how to get infor...
mation back to the board."
So far school uniforms are
most prevalent among
elementary school children.
With this in mind, it almost
seems as though it is the
younger students that are forced
to don the linens of monotony.
These isolated cases beg the
question: Why is it so difficult to
regulate the dress code among
older, more knowledgeable high
school students? Is it because
they realize the ramifications of
standardization or is opposition
just second nature at an age
where rejection is implicit?
Placing students within the
constraints of school uniforms
is like placing a handicap on the
maturation of our youth. By
teaching them that stereotypes
can be eluded and equality can
be accomplished with compliance, we are masking reality
with illusion. Students must
learn to accept others for what
they wear as well as what they
think.
Allow students the adolescent autonomy to adorn themselves in clothes unlike their
classmates. Independence yields
unconventionality, which is a •
finite resource in a world of infinite conventionality.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.Centralfloridafuture.com or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.

Cost of vacation
redefines sU111Dter
P

•
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robably the first thing
that comes to mind when
·
people hear that summer
is coming is the word vacation.
Summer is that glorious time
when many people take time
off to travel or visit family and
friends, or maybe just relax at
home, catching up on muchneeded sleep.
All of these used to be great
options to enjoy the summer.
Well, not anymore. This summer, relaxing at home is the
only thing most people can
afford to do. Fortunately for
UCF students, 95.9 percent of
the student body lives in-state
and doesn't have too far to
travel to get home, according to
the UCF Institutional Research
Office.
For the rest of the country,
though, the airlines have made
it all but impossible to take any
kind of long-distance vacation
due to the fact that fuel is at
such an outrageous price.
On top of skyrocketing
fares, every minute element of
your flight is having a fee
added to it. Your plane ticket,
which was $200 to begin with,
is now $250 - and that's
before taxes, Sept. ll fees and
other already outrageous surcharges. Everything down to
the typically complimentary
can of soda is now costing
extra and passengers are not
taking it lightly.
The cost cutting started
with eliminating routes and.
0

grounding planes so that more
people would have to cram into
planes and there would be
fewer empty seats. This
strained travel plans because
passengers were then forced to
drive to other, often larger airports to catch a flight that was
originally offered at their local
airport. .
Then came the baggage
fees: $15 to check the first bag,
$25 to check each additional
bag. Unless you only bring one
change of clothes on your trip,
you aren't likely going to fit
everything you need in a carryon suitcase, which airline regulations already restricting in
size.
This is only the beginning,
as airlines are looking for any
possible way to recoup some of
the costs they have been suffering with higher fuel prices.
A few other charges that are
being mulled over in the brains
of airline execs are: 7S- cents per
minute to talk to a human airline representative on the
phone, $6 per flight if you
choose to pay with a credit
card and $40 each way for
small children who ride in their
parent's lap. Many carriers,
such as AirTran, have started
charging extra if you want to
pick your own seat. An extra
$20 to sit in the exit row? No,
thanks.
We realize that airlines are
in a financial crisis because of
the absurd fuel prices, but it's

certainly not going to end well
when you start shifting that
burden to the passengers who
keep your business afloat.
The government bailed out
the airline industry after Sept.
ll, when many carriers were
facing bankruptcy due to
increased fears of air travel.
Arguably, that disaster wasn't
even the government's fault, so
stepping in and averting crisis
was purely out of goodwill.
This time, the entire problem
can be blamed on the current
administration, which has sat
back and watched oil prices
continue to rise while failing to
alleviate the problem.
It's time for government
intervention again and it is
needed now more than ever.
Oil prices don't look like they
are going to subside any time
soon, so unless the airlines get
some help from the government, they may cease to exist
after this year. Some carriers
have laid off up 60 percent of
their workforce and grounded
more than half of their planes.
There's a point where layoffs, fee hikes and fare increases just won't cut it anymore,
and we are quickly approaching that point. The airlines and
the administration need to
come to an agreement, and fast.
An agreement where passengers are not being priced out of
their vacations and hundreds of
thousands of employees are not
being sent home for good.
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DON WRIGHT / PALM BEACH POST

A red apocalypse
of tomato tragedy
wanted tomatoes, but I also
For the past few days, I
know through my enjoyment of
have been on an epic journey,
learning about food and food
a journey for the ages.
It started when I went to
safety exactly what salmonella
does to the human body. For
my preferred burrito estabthose of you who are not aware,
lishment on Monday. There I
was, ready to enjoy the deliI can give you a salmonella simuciousness that is a massive
lation experience. Go find the
nearest toilet to your current
heaping helping of ingredients inside of a steaming hot
location, take a seat and don't get
burrito.
up for the next three days.
JEFF RILEY
Editor-in-Chief
And there, on the glass
Needless to say, getting salbarrier between the food and
monella is not on my list of
myself is the terrible announcement.
things to accomplish this summer.
''No tomatoes due to salmonella outWhile the outright tomato ban is frusbreak. This means no salsa."
trating to those who really like the red
I felt like how I imagine the first priest fruit, I am really pleased with the quick
to read Martin Luther's 95 theses on that
response that happened When there is a
church door felt.
potential problem with food contaminaI moved down the burrito assembly
tion, getting the product off the shelves
line like a Ford Model-T, eventually star- . and off our plates is the biggest chaling at the hole where the salsa should be, lenge, and this time the state responded
right between the lettuce and the cheese. quickly and diligently.
I was left with a burrito with no tangy
But by the time you read this, tomaredness to balance out the flavors. Don't
toes will be back on our plates.
get me wrong, the burrito was good, but I
The wonderful news is included in
knew the whole time I was eating it that
the Local & State section of this very
it was missing that special something.
publication. Floridian tomatoes are back
Upon investigating the situation, l
on the safe list as of Thursday, which I
find out that tomatoes are having a slight am so very grateful about.
issue with salmonella. And by slight
I was worried that if the ban continissue, I mean that tomatoes in the state of ued, I would have to find some shady
Florida are now on the level of some sort man wearing a trench coat in a dark
of prescription drug.
alleyway who sells sliced tomatoes in
It comes down to priorities. I really
small cellophane bags.
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READER VIEWS

Clinton: A preferred
vice president nominee
It's amazing that anyone would think
that Clinton would be a bad VP choice.
Her campaign was able to garner 18
million votes throughout the primary
season, sometimes beating Barack
Obama by 2-1 margins. Hillary Clinton
has gone further than any other woman
candidate in American history, and
right now Barack Obama needs her
more than she actually needs him.
Many of Clinton's supporters are now
considering voting for McCain or not
voting at all. These are votes in many
swing states that are needed to win the
presidency. Obama can't lose these
states if he hopes to win the presidency,
and no other VP candidate can deliver
the votes that he needs than Hillary
Clinton.
I will admit that the campaign was
not managed or planned well. For the
whole month of February, she lost 12
straight primaries. However, after Texas
and Ohio she won many of the remaining primaries including West Virginia,
Kentucky and Puerto Rico by 2-1 margins. To ignore this would be ignoring
the millions of votes that Barack Obama
could garner if Hillary Clinton were the
VP nominee.
The upcoming general election will
be a close one between McCain and Obama. Obama could lose this election
if he decides not to have Clinton on the
ticket.
DYLAN WIEBER
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJOR

Tradition is obsolete in
contemporary America
I must admit that I am slightly confused by the logic and rhetoric of Evan
Mateer, the leader of ROCK, UCF's new
conservative organization. His praise
for the fundamental value of human
freedom is quickly followed by the
denial of the gay right to marriage on
the basis of "tradition" rather than
"discrimination."
This assertion is obnoxious because
it not only assumes that Americans are
singularly united under the "tradition"
(;a

of exclusively heterosexual legal unions,
but indeed supports discrimination
under such thin defense. Following
Mateer's logic, I could argue that legislated racism was also once part of
America's sterling "tradition," and gender discrimination, and the list goes on.
Perhaps the female members of ROCK
should drop out of school and resume
their "traditional" domestic labor. Oh
yes, the golden days, folks, when we sat
squarely in our "traditionally'' predetermined social roles and twiddled our
thumbs.
MEGAN PECK
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No abbreviation for
academia in college
Ben Badio's suggestion that
"acronyms and abbreviations are the
best thing ever to happen to the English
language" was about as simplistic an
argument as I would have expected out
of a proponent of the lexicon of the
average English-speaking teenager.
While "LOL" and "IDK" might
"speed up conversation," they ought to
be relegated to instantaneous electronic
communication, and Mr. Badio's likening of such "Netspeak" with "RADAR"
and "TASER" was asinine. The former
describ,es the function of the system
and the latter is a trademark; neither is
lazy shorthand.
I am sorry Mr. Badia has "grown
tired of having points deducted from
papers for the use of so-called 'slang
terms,"' but upon opening a copy of the
Merriam-Webster dictionary, I find
"colloquial" defined as "used in or characteristic of familiar or informal conversation." I would assume able-minded students would steer clear of using
such words and phrases in academic
research papers, but Mr. Badio has
proved me wrong.
If only he were more familiar with
words that were actually in the dictionary, rather than championing the inclusion of words that are not, his grade
point average (Mr. Badia might recognize this phrase as "GPA") might be a
bit higher.
JARED SWEARINGEN
ENGLISH M/\JOR
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

PAYMENT METHODS

Online 24 ~/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

VISA, MC, AMID{, Discover, Cash. Check
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OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4S5S • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 + OK 800-965-6520 x 107.
Oviedo area youth program seeking
experienced Tumbling Instructors. Call
407-365-8021
Gold Medal Athletics
Is now hiring Community Assistants
Want free rent? Then stop by the office
to apply today, or call 407-673-4401.
Drivers: Don't miss this--Sign on Bonus
35-42 cpm Earn over $1000 weekly!
Excellent Benefits, Need COL-A and 3
mos recent OTA. Call 800-635-8669
Exp. babysitter for 8 y/o girl, 5 y/o boy
& newborn in Winter Park. Must be
available during summer, afternoons &
evenings. Light housekeeping a plus.
Must drive a 4 door car.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesfgn@cfl.rr.com. Ref req.
Post Office Now Hiring! Avg pay $20/hr
or $57K/yr. Incl fed, ben, OT. Offer
placed by exam services, not aft w/
USPS which does hiring.
Call (800) 713-4492.
ASST TO PRESIDENT!
flex-sched, PIT, thru Summer. Process
orders and quotes. Call 321-277-6605;
Send Resume to: GoUCF@live.com

ALL CASH CANDY ROUTE Do you
earn $800/day? 30 Machines, Free
Candy All for $9,995. (888)629-9968
BO2000033. CALL US: We will not be
undersold I

Save over $1200 at Pegasus Landing!
$490/mo negotiable. M/F, 4/4,
furnished. avail Aug 22. Large 10 x 13
rm, adjoining bath, W/D in unit. utilities/
cable/internet incl. gated 24/7 shuttle to
UCF call 321-501-9782 or email
jhamblin@cfl.rr.com
2/2 VCC area. 1O min. to UCF. W/D &
appliances. Water & cable incl. Gated
Comm. $995 plus 1 month security.
407-580-5420
1/1 Living/ Kitchen area. $662
everything incl. 2 parking spots incl.
Contact: Luz Bueno@ 407-760-2219

C

17S Business Opportunities

B

200 For Rent: Homes
225 ForRent:Apartments
250 Roommates

B
B
A

400
500
600
700

275 Sublease

A

800 Miscellaneous

B

300 For Sale: Homes

B

900 Wanted

B

C
C

Services

RateC

$18

First issue:
Each addl issue:

B
A
B
B

Announcements
Traver
Worship

$12

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering a successful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day
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2 rooms available in Single Family
home. Utilities incl. $550 mon. UCF
area. 321-228-9101 (call/text)
Home for rent in Ashington Park, 4/2/2
on lake, availible august 1st,
$1600/month plus utilities
Call 561-3129411 or 561-281-3287

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. lnterneVCable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. Avail. immediately!
M/F. Call 407-876-5697 or 321-4381354

UCF AREA HOUSE. Huge Stunning
4/2. Fenced enormous backyard. Appliances Incl. Avail. 07/7/08 $1500/mo.
Call Nick Phillips@ 407-810-7622.

Students. Nice, Spacious 4 bd
house on large lot 3 mi from UCF.
$500/Room, Inc .all utllltles,
wireless internet. 850-449-4217

Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

4/3/2 2 lights to UCF. Tile, lrg fncd
back yard, quiet neighborhood, move
in ready, possible rent to own/owner
finance. $1800/mo 904-501-1464

Large room with priv. bath & extra
storage $475/mo 10X8 $375. 11x11
$425. $200 sec.dep. All uti!s incl. Furn.
Call Steve 407-267-4982

Perfect House/Rooms for

Room Available ASAPII! Dean Rd.Female.n/s.no pets.$475/month
(includes utilities) 609-330-3673
Female roommates needed ASAP for
large 5/3. Furnished optional at no
additional charge. 10-15 mins from
UCF. $480/mo all i~cluded.
Call Alex (954)913-0832.

Rent or Lease Purchase Fully
remodeled 2/2 wnott townhouse. W/D,
tile floors, living room and dining area.
Great investment for college student. 1
mile from UCF call 407-340-8124

F roommate needed @ Tivoli Apt. 3rd
floor lrg 3 bedroom. Each w/ private
bath & walk in closet. Alarm, full size
W/D, dishwasher, free cable, net, pool,
fitness center, giant screen theatre. NO
deposit! Move in Aug. 1st. $501 Call
954-818-4179 or email spanki714@aol.
com
2 Rooms for Rent! Master is $620/mo,
2nd BD is $535/mo: util. incl.
Close to 408 & UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F. Avail
7/1. Call 321-695-5526.

Avalon Park Rooms for Rent
$475/month incl. all utilities plus
amenities, no pets, no smoking. call
407-625-4066 or krisnuj@aol.com
Home in gated comm. 3 mi. to UCF.
4/2/2 Avail Aug. $475 per room. $525
for master. Lawn, HS internet, cable,
phone incl. 321-282-8734

•
Central Florida Locations
407-679-2700
www.workforstudents.com

Walden Chase, lovely gated comm.
located 1 milfe from UCF. Incl. pool.
3/2.5 w/upgraded kitchen &
·appliances. W/D More info. call
. Cherry/Dante 954-608-4649
4/2.5/2 home close to UCF. 2200 sqft,
W/D, screened porch, sec. system,
comm. pool, lawn service incl. $1700
+sec. Available 8/1 407-310-7626

2/2 condo in Hunter's Reserve;.1 st
floor; w/d; Occupancy Aug 15th;
$185,000; call
561-371-5222;561-762-5
860or561-762-4129

AUCTION
MOODY MOUNTAIN ESTATES
..Yf•.ui__~°.g_.H_~"'~'. 3.?...1!~.".':~ ~i.t~s·~-1~.?.:A.:r.~•.s8.~l.li_~t.,t.°..~~~-.'.1.i~~~~t.~_i~1·.'.~sJ.J........
• Additional new log home & home sites offered
• Additional 400± acres offered in tracts
• Beautiful views • Burnsville (Asheville), NC
@ · ·················r's"~ t~
1··-~!Y
-·····; ·9······~t..; ·~;
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Waterford, Beautiful upgrd. condo,
scrnd. balcony, 1 bed, storage, pool,
workout facility, W/D, call Mr. Jones
(407) 923-6065, incentive upon signing.
Re-Lease: Pegasus Connection
Application fee + June & July rent
FREEi Free personal refrigerator If
you want 2 Male roomates
Contact immidiately to (904)4226648 or hyunJunlee89@daum.net

2 MONTHS FREE RENT!!!
Beautiful, fully furnished lake view,
1st floor, condo nestled In the heart
of Lake Mary. Move-in ready with
flexible lease terms. 2 months free
rent with the signing of 1 year lease.
No pets. 850-443-2193 or
Andrewchmll@gmall.com

•
Gulffront Parlors
and Sandpiper Suites
Standard rooms and

FIRST TIME BUYERS
Why rent when you can own? Free
computerized list of homes available
with no money down, under
$1300/month*.
Free recorded message
1-800-596-7164,
10#1051.
Keller Williams Advantage Realty

Just let Go.com/NP
888.791.0066

1 room avail. in 4/2.5 behind UCF. All
Included: Electric, Cable, Laundry, etc.
$425/month. Non smoking,
non drinking. Christian owner.
Call: 407-509-4737

NOW HIRING PART TIME
•
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with 180 feet of beach frontage on
skiable Lake Price located near UCF. 5
bedrooms and 3 baths, in-ground pool
and covered boat dock all on 1 acre.
Call Doug Rudnick at 407-970-0168 for
more info. Keller Willams Realty

Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.

1

2

7
3

8
6

Monday puzzle:
Easy level

9

Thursday puzzle:
Hard level

4

5

Puzzles by Pappocom

1 9
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
1 SmgerTillis
4 Cook a bit
11 Small viper
14 Slugger's stat
15 Herzog film,
"_: The Wrath
of God"
16 Final degree
17 Wandering mind
19 Speak pigeon
English?
20 "Finding
21 Explosion
23 Smger Lopez
25 Golfer Ernie
26 Model
Macpherson
27 Extra showing
30 "My Gal_"
31 Last letter?
34 Sentence part
37 Building wing
38 Shade tree
39 To and
40 Male sheep
41 Ingredient rn
glass
43 Heart-to-heart
talk?
45 Swallow
46 Higher In volume
47 "The Avengers"
star Diana
49 Brooch
50 Walks lamely
54 Impious state
58 Greater
omentum
59 Author Grafton 60 Bound to
happen 62 Family group
63 Chilean desert
64 Psychic's gift
65 Pig's quarters
66 Dorothy and Karl
67 Allow to
DOWN
1 Media segment
2 Baseball's
Doubleday
3" Vice•
4 Light tap
5 Matured
6 Occu It letter
7 Loud wading
bird

8/lZ/08
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8 Baltimore pro
9 Presses
1 O Olin or Horne
11 Subordinate
12 Seat at a bar
13 ·sorry, Wrong
Number" prop
18 Skin cream
22 Briny droplet
24 Introduce
subcu_Janeously
28 Coke or Pepsi
29 Resistence unit
30 Pick's partner?
31 _ Moines, IA
32 Actor Wallach'
33 Appalachian
range
34 Stick with a stick
35
Paulo, Brazil
36 Ratite bird
39 Grippe
42 Shakespearean
troublemaker
43 "Exit the King"
playwright
44 "All My Children•
vixen

p

LEO.lil.E

T A N G S

s

S T E W

Last i.ssue solved
46 OJ the family tree
47 Sweetened
biscuits - 48 Greenland man
49 Vesselof1492
51 Normand of
silent movies

52 Rhythmic
throb
53 Took a nap
55 Actor Neeson
56 Flip through
57 Unvarying
61 Mas'men

Solution and new puzzles in next issue4s Clas~ifieds
1

m.1 FOR SALE:
~General

2006 Kia Rio LX, Great Condition,
Orig Owner, 33k, GPS, $9200 obo,
(727)-687-2657
Police Impounds for Sale! 94 Honda
Accord $750! 94 Toyoracamry $7501
For listings, call
(800) 366-9813 ext. 9271

FOR SALE:
350 General
QUEEN / KING EURO TOP
MATTRESS SET.
Brand Newl Still in Plastic!
Starting at $150.00. Call 407-942-5543.
~

~
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All Steel Buildings. Recession
Inventory Discount. Big Monster Bldgsless than $100k Small Bldgs- less than
$6,000. Factory direct to site. Can
erect, cheap freight. www.scg-grp.com
Source #006 407-641- 0113

l[lI!I!] MISCELLANEOUS

~. .. .

SCOOTER - Yamaha MC 2005, 40
mph runs great, $1000 obo, call
407-281-4586

5 minutes to UCF- Lakefront
Condos avail. on all floors. Appl,W/D,
water & cable incl. Gated, Scrnd porch.
Low condo fees. Own pay assist. for
1st time buyers. Starting at $100,000
Realty USA Inc. 407-721-8874

2 5
1
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House for Rent/Sale. UCF area 3/2/2
SF 3115 Lockhill Place. Fncd yrd. Call
for details 727-687-9855 or 727-4202051.

Lake Front Home
ISLAND RESORTS ON ST. PETE BEACH

7
5

Rooms for Rent in furnished 4/Br
home. 1 mile from UCF, off University.
Internet, cable, utilities included. $500
or $600/mo. Avail. Now! (772)
359-2797

©

..

4

Room for rent. Female only. In cool
ladies home. $500 mon. 12 min to
UCF. Incl. all utilities, W/D, internet, hot
tub/pool. 407-325-6131

2 Rooms for rent in a 3/2.
Waterfordlakes townhome. Walk to
mall. Russian speaking preferred.
$575 each utilities incl.
www.ForRentNearUCF.com

3

8

Room for rent @ Villas at Waterford
Lakes 2/2.5 2 story townhouse,
furnished & clean. $550/mo.
(407)620-3303

2/2 Condo for rent near UCF. Both
rooms available!!! 575/mo plus 1/2
utilities. Cable already included, gated,
wood floors, pool and tennis, new appl.
Call 954-294-4365

3/2/2 & 4/2/2 Single family homes. 3
mi. to UCF. Call 954-663-6297 Avail.
July.

Web designer needed - Flash, Java,
CSS a must - PHP a plus - must be
artistically creative, able to work
independently - designing sites from
scratch with full navigation and graphics

.,

•

100 H~Wanted:General
125 H~Wanted:Part-T111e
150 ~Wanted:full-Tane

Room for rent. $400 month utilities incl.
Female. Clean. Minutes away from
UCF. 904-465-0401

Lake front with pool, large 3/3/2 home,
fenced, screened pool with service,
dock. Quiet residential area in
Chuluota, $1600 call 407-365-3648.

..

RATES

Rm
325 For Sale: Autumotive B
350 For Sale: General
A
375 For Sale: Pets
A

9 3
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100

The Gatherings

•

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. FrL for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

CLASSIFICATIONS

• i.:

~

...

Home. *Medical, *Business,
*Paralegal, *Computers *Criminal
Justice. Job placement assistance.
Computer provided. Financial Aid if
qualified. Call (866)858-2121
www.or,lineTidewaterTech.com.
AIRLINES MECHANIC - Rapid training
for high paying Aviation Career. FAA
predicts severe shortage. Financial aid
if qualified - Job placement assistance.
CALL Aviation Institute of Maintenance
(888)349-5387.
Place your ad in minutes!
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

)

)

>

)
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SUMMER ,
SPECIAll

SUMMER SPECIAL!
S545/mo.

And Enter To WIN One 01
Our weeklV Prize Drawinusl

J

S545/mo.

llmlled Availabilitv

bl

Lim tad A a -1a 1111v

Take ATour Todavl

·+·

• LARGEST BEDROOMS
• LARGEST LIVING AREAS x' ·.
• PRIVATE BATHROOMS ~-

.)
>

And Enter To WIN One 01
Our weeklv Prize Drawings!

·Alafaya Trail

)

CJ

Alafaya Trail
)

w

J

Included Utilities
100 Riverwind Way
Oviedo, FL 32765
Resene Your Suite Todayl

ecat 407-359-2815

II e
www.boardwalkapts.net
~t

Center

Internet

Game Room
'I'.

~ ~

~:l:

Swimming
Pool

Electric

Wireless
in Clubhouse

Cable

Phone

0

)

Movie Theater

>

)

]

COUPON BOOK

•

•

•
•

in the student union today

or print your coup9ns online at
wwµ1.Knight-Newspapers.con,,/
·,·_,

,_,

